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The Z company, registered and operating in the USA, uses a remote monitoring software called “S-Activity” 

to keep track of their employees' actions and productivity when using computers owned by Z. The software 

monitors all of the company’s computers, both stationary and laptops, regardless of where they are used. 

The software runs in an invisible mode. It automatically creates an encrypted log file where recorded reports 

are stored. This includes visited web URLs, chat conversations, emails sent and received, and games 

played. The employer can view everything happening on the employees’ desktop in real-time. 

  

The X company is a subsidiary of Z, registered and operating in an EU country. All of X’s computers are 

subject to S-Activity monitoring, with all reports being stored on a US server. Administrations of both X and 

Z have access to the reports. 

  

In the employment contracts concluded between X and its employees, there is a clause stating that 

personal Internet usage of employees is limited and is allowed only in their free time,  after work hours, or in 

emergencies. At the same time, there is no company policy regarding S-Activity usage. 

Mr. Y is an employee of the company X. Following a refusal to promote him, Mr. Y commenced court 

proceedings against company X for unfair discrimination. During these proceedings, it became clear that his 

employer had used S-Activity to monitor his computer usage, both on his office computer and on the 

company laptop (used at home and while travelling). Some of the information obtained was used against Mr. 

Y in the discrimination proceedings. 

  

According to the X company, it was absolutely necessary to use S-Activity, since many employees tend to 

spend a substantial part of their paid working hours on personal needs. The purpose of the S-Activity usage 

was to encourage better employee performance and create a more productive working environment. In 

addition, it was aimed at eliminating more harmful risks such as online gambling, corporate information 

leakage, employee theft, etc. 

  

The company referred to the employment contract concluded with Mr. Y limiting personal usage of Internet. 

According to a report prepared using the software, Mr. Y in fact spent most of his time on private matters 

during working hours, including surfing the Internet, chatting, and sending private emails. Moreover, the 

software recorded online gambling. The company claimed that those abuses constituted grounds for 

employment termination. 

  

TASK: In the light of the above, please answer the following questions and give reasons for your answer: 

1) ECHR: 

a) Do the company’s monitoring activities amount to an interference with Mr. Y’s rights under 

Article 8(1) of the ECHR? 



b) What criteria are used in order to assess whether the monitoring activities are “in accordance 

with the law” pursuant to ECHR Article 8(2)? 

  

2) EU law: Does the monitoring constitute an infringement of EU data protection law? 

  

The answer to the first question constitutes 1/3 of the exam grade, to the second question 2/3. 

 


